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Descriptive title page of sheet music for "The Wedding of The Sunshine and The Rose" by Stanley Murphy and Albert Gumble. The sheet music includes the lyrics and musical notation for the song. The song is described as a "sun-rise" and "sun-morn's" tale, with phrases like "Two lovers met up on a sun-morn's day, in the sun-ry" and "The birds, so sweetly sing-ing, seemed to His face so warm and her hair so..."
CHORUS.

For there was sunshine so brightly beam ing,

— Beam ing in your eyes so clear and blue,

— And there were roses, the fairest roses, On your
cheeks a blooming too, And when the
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sun-shine beamed in your eyes, dear, 'Twas a picture.

goodness knows! For all the while, dear, in your bright

smile, dear, I saw the wedding of the sun-shine and the

rose. For there was rose D.S.

The Wedding of the rose - 4
New Song Hits

We Talk To Each Other
You and I
I Am Going To Your World
When You Come To Call Me

New Instrumental Hits

Ado Cane—One Step
Goodbye—Spanish Waltz
Silver Fox—Fox Trot
Evening—Romance
One Wonderful Night
Days of Old—Tango
Mercedes—Spanish
Just a Moment Waltz
Dancing Master
Ninety Nine—(One Step)
El Inconsciente—Tango
Barbara Ayres—(Tango Argentino)
Ace—(Tango Argentino)
Farewell Waltz
Jubilee Waltz
Yes Sir—Jazz Teig
Zazou—Jazz Teig
Ninety Nine—Jazz Teig
How to Swing
Humpbacked Bird
Tales of the Tides
The Whirl
Hess of the Horses
Bride of Independence
Clown's Two-Step
Bride and Butterflies
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